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Recurrent extensions of real-valued
self-similar Markov processes.
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Abstract. Let X “ pXt, t ě 0q be a self-similar Markov process taking
values in R such that the state 0 is a trap. In this paper, we present a ne-
cessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a self-similar recurrent
extension of X that leaves 0 continuously. The condition is expressed in
terms of the associated Markov additive process via the Lamperti-Kiu repre-
sentation. Our results extend those of Fitzsimmons [9] and Rivero ([19], [20])
where the existence and uniqueness of a recurrent extension for positive self
similar Markov processes were treated. In particular, we describe the recu-
rrent extension of a stable Le´vy process which to the best of our knowledge
has not been studied before.
AMS 2000 subject classifications: 60G52, 60G18, 60G51.
Keywords and phrases: real self-similar Markov processes, stable processes, Markov
additive processes, Lamperti–Kiu representation, exponential functional.
1 Introduction and main results
In his seminal work [17], Lamperti studied the structure of positive self-similar Markov
processes (pssMp) and posed the problem of determining those pssMp that agree with
a given pssMp up to the time the latter process first hits 0. Lamperti [17] answered this
question in the special case of Brownian motion killed at 0 and he found that the class of
those extensions which are self-similar consists of the reflecting and absorbing Brownian
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motions and the extensions which immediately after reaching 0 jump according to the
measure dx{xβ`1, β P p0, 1q. Voulle-Apiala [22] used Itoˆ’s excursion theory to study
the general case and provided a sufficient condition on the resolvent of pssMp for the
existence of recurrent extensions that leave 0 continuously. The main contribution of
Voulle-Apiala to this problem consist on the existence of a unique entrance law under
which there exists a unique recurrent self-similar Markov process which turns out to
be an extension of the pssMp after it reaches 0. Motivated by Voulle-Apiala’s result,
Rivero [19] provided a simpler sufficient condition for the existence of such recurrent
extension and a more explicit description of the entrance law. The sufficient condition
found by Rivero was determined in terms of the underlying Le´vy process in the so-called
Lamperti’s transform of pssMp. Motivated by the aforementioned studies, Fitzsimmons
[9] and Rivero [20] provided, independently, a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of recurrent extensions that leave 0 continuously. To be more precisely, their
main result can be stated as follows: A pssMp that hits 0 in a finite time admits a
self-similar recurrent extension that leaves 0 continuously if and only if the Le´vy process
in the Lamperti transformation satisfies the so-called Crame´r’s condition.
Recently, Chaumont et al. [6] studied the structure of real valued self-similar Markov
processes and established a Lamperti type representation for such class of processes up
to their first hitting time of 0 in terms of Markov additive processes (MAP). Hence it is
natural to pose the same question of Lamperti for such class of processes, in other words
our aim is to determine those real valued self-similar Markov processes that agree with
a given real valued self-similar Markov process (rssMp) up to the time the latter process
first hits 0. In particular, we would like to describe the recurrent extension of a stable
Le´vy process with scaling parameter α P p1, 2q up to its first hitting time of 0, which to
the best of our knowledge has not been studied before.
Our arguments follow a similar strategy as in [20], nevertheless the construction of the
recurrent extension of a real valued self-similar Markov processes is not straightforward
and requires a careful analysis. Indeed, some fluctuation properties of MAPs and real
valued self-similar Markov processes are required in order to guarantee the existence of
the excursion measure as well as its characterization. For instance, a complete under-
standing of eigenfunctions of a MAP, and of the moments of exponential functionals of
such processes is needed in terms of their characteristics, since they are strongly related
with the description of the entrance law of the recurrent extension. We conjecture this
strategy can also be applied for the d-dimensional case (d ě 2), where a Lamperti type
representation has been obtained recently by Alili et al. [1], but it seems that a much
deeper analysis and a good understanding of processes behind the Lamperti transform
is required, as well as the description of its entrance law, which according to Kyprianou,
Rivero, Sengul and Yang [16] is complicated due to the fact that the driving part in a
MAP can be essentially any Markov process taking values in the d-dimensional sphere,
and hence many technical assumptions would be needed.
To state our results precisely, we introduce some notation and recall some of the basic
theory of real self-similar Markov processes. Let D be the space of ca`dla`g paths defined
on r0,8q with values in R, endowed with the Skorohod topology and the corresponding
Borel σ-field D. A family of distributions pPx, x P Rq on pD,Dq is called strong Markov
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family on R if the canonical process pXt, t ě 0q is a standard Markov process (in the sense
of Blumenthal and Getoor [5]) with respect to pFtqtě0, the canonical right continuous
filtration. If additionally the process satisfies the so-called scaling property : for all c ą 0,
tpcXtc´α, t ě 0q,Pxu
Law
“ tpXt, t ě 0q,Pcxu, for x P R, (1.1)
then, the process is called real self-similar Markov process (rssMp). We denote by T0,
the first hitting time of 0 for the process X , i.e.
T0 “ inftt ą 0 : Xt “ 0u,
and we will assume T0 ă 8, Px-a.s. and then the process dies i.e. 0 is a cemetery point,
for all x P R.
A crucial point in our arguments is the following time change representation of rssMp,
due to Chaumont et al. [6], in terms of a Markov additive process taking values in
R ˆ t´1, 1u, here denoted by pξ, Jq. For simplicity, we write t˘1u :“ t´1, 1u and set
R˚ :“ Rzt0u. The so-called Lamperti-Kiu representation can be stated as follows: let
x P R˚ then, under Px, the rssMp X can be represented as follows
Xt1ttăT0u “ x exp
!
ξpτp|x|´αtqq
)
Jpτp|x|´αtqq, t ě 0,
where
τptq “ inf
"
s ě 0 :
ż s
0
exp
!
αξpuq
)
du ě t
*
.
Let pGtqtě0 be a standard filtration. Recall that aMarkov additive process, pξ, Jq, tacking
values in R ˆ t˘1u, with respect to pGtqtě0,, if it is is a ca`dla`g process, pJptq, t ě 0q is
a two states continuous-time Markov chain and the following property is satisfied: for
any i P t˘1u, s, t ě 0: given tJptq “ iu, the pair pξpt` sq´ ξptq, Jpt` sqq is independent
of Gt and has the same distribution as pξpsq ´ ξp0q, Jpsqq given tJp0q “ iu.
If the MAP is killed, then ξ shall be set to ´8. We let Pz,i be the law of pξ, Jq started
from the state pz, iq, and if µ is a probability distribution on t˘1u, we write
Pz,µp¨q “
ÿ
iPt˘1u
µpiqPz,ip¨q.
We adopt a similar convention for expectations. It is well-known that a MAP pξ, Jq can
also be described in the following way (see for instance Asmussen [2, §XI.2a] and Ivanovs
[12, Proposition 2.5]): for i, j P t˘1u, there exists a sequence of iid Le´vy processes pξni qně0
and a sequence of iid random variables pUnijqně0, independent of the chain J , such that
if S0 “ 0 and pSnqně1 are the jump times of J , the process ξ has the representation
ξptq “
#
ξpSn´q ` U
n
JpSn´q,JpSnq
` ξnJpSnqpt´ Snq, if t P rSn, Sn`1q, t ă k,
´8, if t ě k,
where the killing time k is the first time one of the appearing Le´vy processes is killed.
Roughly speaking the behaviour of a MAP can be described as follows: if J is in state
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1, then ξ evolves according to a copy of ξ1, a Le´vy process. Once J changes from 1 to
´1, which happens at rate q1,´1, ξ has an additional transitional jump and until the
next jump of J , ξ evolves according to a copy of ξ´1. The MAP is killed as soon as one
of the Le´vy processes is killed. Consequently, the mechanism behind the Lamperti-Kiu
representation is simple: the Markov chain J governs the sign of the rssMp and on
intervals with constant sign the Lamperti-Kiu representation simplifies to the Lamperti
representation.
Hence in order to describe a MAP on R ˆ t˘1u, we require five characteristic com-
ponents which are mutually independent: two possibly killed Le´vy processes, say ξ1 “
pξ1ptq, t ě 0q and ξ´1 “ pξ´1ptq, t ě 0q, two random variables defined on R , say U1,´1
and U´1,1 and a 2 ˆ 2 intensity matrix Q “ pqijqi,jPt˘1u, which is the transition rate
matrix of the chain J .
Before we introduce the matrix exponent of a MAP, we establish the convention that
all matrices appearing in this work are written in the following form
A “
ˆ
a11 a1´1
a´11 a´1´1
˙
.
We also denote by AT for its transpose. Let ψ´1 and ψ1 be the Laplace exponent of
ξ´1 and ξ1, respectively (when they exist). For z P C, let Gpzq denote the matrix
whose entries are given by Gijpzq “ Ere
zUij s (when they exist) for i ‰ j, and for i “ j,
Gijpzq “ 1. For z P C, when it exist, we define
F pzq “ diagpψ1pzq, ψ´1pzqq `Q ˝Gpzq, (1.2)
where ˝ indicates element-wise multiplication also known as Hadamard multiplication.
A straightforward computation yields for t ě 0,
E0,ire
zξptq; Jptq “ js “
`
eF pzqt
˘
ij
, i, j P t˘1u,
see Proposition 2.1, section XI.2 in [2]. For this reason, F is called the matrix exponent
of the MAP pξ, Jq.
We will also be interested on the dual process of pξ, Jq, here denoted by ppξ, Jq, pPq.
Whilst the dual of a Le´vy process is equal in law to its negative, the situation for
MAPs is a little more involved. The dual process is the MAP with probabilities pPx,i, for
px, iq P Rˆ t˘1u, and whose Matrix exponent, whenever it is well-defined, is given by
pE0,i”ezξptq; Jptq “ jı “ ´e pF pzqt¯
ij
, i, j P t˘1u,
where pF pzq “ diagpψ1p´zq, ψ´1p´zqq ` pQ ˝Gp´zqT ,
and pQ is the intensity matrix of the modulating Markov chain on t˘1u with entries given
by pqij “ pij
pii
qji, i, j P t˘1u,
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where pi “ ppi1, pi´1q is the invariant distribution associated to J . Note that the latter
can also be written pQ “ ∆´1pi QT∆pi where ∆pi “ diagppi1, pi´1q, the matrix with diagonal
entries given by pi and zeros everywhere else. Hence, when it exists,pF pzq “ ∆´1pi F p´zqT∆pi. (1.3)
Equivalently, we have
piipE0,i”eλξptq; Jptq “ jı “ pijE0,j”e´λξptq; Jptq “ iı.
According to Dereich et al. [8], we have the following time reversal property between ξ
and its dual, which will be relevant for our purposes. For any t ą 0, fixed
ptpξpt´ sq ´ ξptq, Jppt´ sq´qq : s ď tu,P0,piq
Law
“
´
tpξpsq, Jpsqq : s ď tu, pP0,pi¯ . (1.4)
Another important property for our purposes is the construction of exponential mar-
tingales of MAP. It is known, see for instance [2, §XI.2c] and [12, Proposition 2.12], that
the matrix F pzq, for z real, when it exists, has a real simple eigenvalue κpzq, which is
smooth and convex on its domain and larger than the real part of all its other eigen-
values. Furthermore, the corresponding right-eigenvector vpzq may be chosen so that
vipzq ą 0 for every i P E, and normalised such that
pivpzq “ 1. (1.5)
The leading eigenvalue is sometimes also called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and it
identifies a martingale (also known as the Wald martingale) which allow us to define
a change of measure analogous to the Esscher transform for Le´vy processes; cf. [2,
Proposition XI.2.4, Theorem XIII.8.1]. More precisely, if
Mpt, γq “ eγξptq´κpγqt
vJptqpγq
vJp0qpγq
, t ě 0,
for some γ P R such that the right-hand side is defined, then Mp¨, γq is a unit-mean
martingale with respect to pGtqtě0 under any initial distribution of pξp0q, Jp0qq. Thus,
we can define the change of measure
dPpγq
dP
∣
∣
∣
∣
Gt
“Mpt, γq. (1.6)
Moreover, under the probability measure Ppγq, the process pξ, Jq is a MAP with matrix
exponent F pγq and its leading eigenvalue is given by κpγqpzq “ κpz ` γq ´ κpγq.
In the sequel, we consider the following assumption that is also known as Crame´r’s
condition.
Assumption 1.1. There exist a θ ą 0 and a vector pv1, v´1qÿ
jPt˘1u
E0,i
”
eθξptq; Jptq “ j
ı
vj “ vi, i P t˘1u.
The number θ is called the Crame´r number.
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The latter conditon implies that F pθq exists and κpθq “ 0. Furthermore, applying
Jensen’s inequality to E0,ire
zξptq; Jptq “ js, for z P p0, θq, allows us to deduce that F pzq is
well defined on p0, θq, and since κ is a convex function on its domain, it follows κpzq ď 0
for z P p0, θs. Conversely, if there exists a number θ ą 0 such that F pzq is well defined
on p0, θs with κpθq “ 0, then Assumption 1.1 holds. In other words, another equivalent
way to state Assumption 1.1 is as follows: there exists a number θ ą 0 such that F pzq
is well defined on p0, θs and κpθq “ 0.
We set P7 :“ Ppθq, where Ppθq is defined by the exponential change of measure intro-
duced in (1.6) with θ satisfying the Crame´r condition. Recall that under P7, the process
pξ, Jq is a MAP with κ7pzq “ κpz ` θq and denote for its dual by ppξ, Jq, pP7q which is a
MAP whose leading eigenvalue is such that pκ7pzq “ κ7p´zq. Furthermore, if I denotes
the exponential functional of ξ, i.e.,
I “
ż 8
0
exptαξptqudt,
then pE7
0,i
“
Iθ{α´1
‰
ă 8, for i P t˘1u, as it will be seen in Lemma 4.5.
We now formally introduce the notion of a recurrent extension. Let pX,Pq be a
rssMp, defined as above, and T0 its first hitting time to 0, we will refer to pX, T0q as the
minimal process under Px. We say that a real valued Markov process pX,Pq satisfying
the scaling property is a recurrent extension of pX,Pq provided that it behaves like the
minimal process up to its first hitting time to 0 and for which the state 0 is a regular
and recurrent state.
We say that a σ-finite measure n on pD,F8q having infinite mass is an excursion
measure compatible with pX,Pq if the following are satisfied:
1. n is carried by
tω P D : T0pωq ą 0, Xtpωq “ 0, @ t ě T0u;
2. for every bounded F8-measurable H and each t ą 0, Λ P Ft
npH ˝ θt,ΛX tt ă T0uq “ npEXtpHq,ΛX tt ă T0uq,
where θt denotes the shift operator;
3. np1´ e´T0q ă 8.
In the case that the measure n only satisfies properties 1 and 2, then it is called a
pseudo-excursion measure. If the excursion measure n is such that np1´e´T0q “ 1, then
it is known as normalized excursion measure. Moreover, we say that n is self-similar if
it has the following scaling property: there exists γ P p0, 1q such that for all a ą 0, it
holds
Han “ a
γαn,
where the measure Han is the image of n under the mapping Ha : D Ñ D, defined by
Hapωqptq “ aωpa
´αtq, t ě 0. The parameter γ is called the index of self-similarity of n.
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We say that the recurrent extension pX,Pq for which 0 is a regular and recurrent state
leaves continuously (resp., by a jump) the state 0 whenever its excursion measure n is
carried by the paths that leave 0 continuously (resp., that leave 0 by a jump), i.e.
npX0` ą 0q “ 0 presp., npX0` “ 0q “ 0q.
We now state our main results. Our first main results claims that the Crame´r condi-
tion is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a recurrent extension that leaves 0
continuously.
Theorem 1.2. Let pX,Pq be a rssMp with index α ą 0. Suppose that pX,Pq hits its
cemetery point 0 in a finite time P-a.s. , and let ppξ, Jq,Pq be the MAP associated to
pX,Pq via the Lamperti-Kiu representation. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) there exist a Crame´r number θ P p0, αq;
(ii) there exist a recurrent extension of pX,Pq that leaves 0 continuously and such that
its associated excursion measure away from 0, say n, is such that
np1´ e´T0q “ 1.
In this case, the recurrent extension in (ii) is unique, up to normalisation of the local
time, and the entrance law associated with the excursion measure n satisfies, for any f
bounded and measurable,
n pfpXtq, t ă T0q “
1
Cα,θtθ{α
ˆ
v1pi1pE70,1 „f ˆ t1{αI1{α
˙
Iθ{α´1

`v´1pi´1pE70,´1 „f ˆ´ t1{αI1{α
˙
Iθ{α´1
˙
,
(1.7)
where θ is the Crame´r number and
Cα,θ “ Γp1´ θ{αq
´
v1pi1pE70,1 “Iθ{α´1‰` v´1pi´1pE70,´1 “Iθ{α´1‰¯ .
Our second main result provides necessary and sufficient conditions on the underlying
MAP for the existence of recurrent extensions of rssMp that leave 0 by a jump.
Theorem 1.3. For β P p0, αq, the following are equivalent:
(i) κ is well defined in β and κpβq ă 0.
(ii) E0,irI
β{αs ă 8, for i P t˘1u.
(iii) The pseudo-excursion measure nj “ Pη, based on the jumping-in measure
ηpdxq “ |x|´pβ`1qdx, for x ‰ 0,
is an excursion measure.
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(iv) The minimal process pX, T0q admits a recurrent extension that leaves 0 by a jump
and whose associated excursion measure nβ satisfies
nβ pX0` P dxq “ b
rxs
α,β|x|
´pβ`1qdx,
where rxs “ signpxq and b1α,β , b
´1
α,β are such that
b1α,βE0,1rI
β{αs ` b´1α,βE0,´1rI
β{αs “
β
Γp1´ β{αq
.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 three examples are
presented where the main results are applied. In particular, we describe the recurrent
extension that leaves 0 continuously (or by a jump) for the stable process and for spec-
trally negative rssMp. Section 3 is devoted to establish and prove an existence theorem
for recurrent extension of Markov processes. In the same section, some properties for
self-similar excursion measures are given. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of
the main results.
2 Examples
In this section, we apply our main results to three particular classes of rssMp: the so
called stable processes, the MAP-dual stable processes (that we introduce below) and
the spectrally negative case (or with no positive jumps).
2.1 Stable processes.
Let pX,Qq be a stable process with scaling index α P p0, 2s starting from 0, i.e. a
Le´vy process which also satisfies the scaling property. It is known that the case α “ 2
corresponds to Brownian motion, which is excluded since its recurrent extensions have
already been characterized by Lamperti [17]. It is also known that the characteristic
exponent a stable process satisfies
Ψpθq :“ ´ logQreiθX1s “ c|θ|αp1´ iβ tan piα
2
sgn θq, θ P R, (2.1)
where β “ pc` ´ c´q{pc` ` c´q, c “ ´pc` ` c´qΓp´αq cosppiα{2q and c`, c´ are the two
positive constants that appear on its associated Le´vy density. For more details of these
facts, see for instance Kuznetsov et al. [13] and Sato [21, §14].
For consistency with the literature that we shall appeal to in this article, we shall
always parametrize our α-stable process in such a way that
c` “ Γpα` 1q
sinppiαρq
pi
and c´ “ Γpα ` 1q
sinppiαρˆq
pi
,
where ρ :“ QpXt ě 0q is the positivity parameter, and ρˆ “ 1 ´ ρ. In that case, the
constant c simplifies to just c “ cosppiαpρ´ 1{2qq.
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It is well known that for α P p0, 1s, stable processes do not hit points and in parti-
cular they do not hit the point 0. On the other hand, for α P p1, 2q, stable processes
make infinitely many jumps across a point, say z, before the first hitting time of z.
Moreover, stable processes are transient for α P p0, 1q and oscillate otherwise. Since we
are interested in rssMp up to its first hitting time of 0, we will assume that α P p1, 2q.
Nonetheless, it is important to point out that the computations below holds for any
value of α.
Let pX,Pq be the stable process killed up to its first hitting time of 0 and we denote
by ppξ, Jq,Pq its associated MAP via the Lamperti-Kiu representation. According to
Kuznetsov et al. [13], one can compute explicitly the matrix exponent of ppξ, Jq,Pq
which satisfies
F pzq “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚´ Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zqΓpαρˆ´ zqΓp1 ´ αρˆ` zq Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zqΓpαρˆqΓp1´ αρˆq
Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zq
ΓpαρqΓp1´ αρq
´
Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zq
Γpαρ´ zqΓp1´ αρ` zq
‹˛‹‹‹‚,
for Repzq P p´1, αq. Using the reflection identity twice,
Γp1´ zqΓpzq “
pi
sinppizq
, for z R Z,
and Ptolemy’s identity,
sinpδ1 ` δ2q sinpδ2 ` δ3q “ sinpδ1q sinpδ3q ` sinpδ1 ` δ2 ` δ3q sinpδ2q,
with δ1 “ piαρ, δ2 “ ´piz and δ3 “ piαρˆ; we conclude that
detpF pzqq “ ´
Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zq
Γp´zqΓp1´ α ` zq
for z P p´1, αqzZ.
The latter identity implies that for α P p1, 2q, the Crame´r number of ppξ, Jq,Pq is θ “
α´ 1. Hence, applying Theorem 1.2, the stable process with scaling index α P p1, 2q has
a unique recurrent extension that leaves 0 continuously.
2.2 The MAP-dual of a stable process and the stable process
conditioned to be continuously absorbed at the origin.
In this example, we consider the case when stable processes are transient and do not hit
points i.e. that α P p0, 1q. In this case, the process pX,Pq never hits 0 and its radial part
|X| drifts to `8. In other words, its associated MAP ppξ, Jq,Pq, via the Lamperti-Kiu
representation, drifts to `8. In this particular example, we are interested in the dual
process ppξ, Jq, pPq which in turn drifts to ´8. We introduce its associated rssMp pX, pPq,
via the Lamperti-Kiu representation, which we refer as the MAP-dual stable process. It
is important to observe that the latter process reaches the point zero at finite time.
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In order to compute the matrix exponent pF , we first observe that using some explicit
computations from [6] and [14], we can get explicitly the stationary distribution of J .
More precisely, we have
pi1 “ kpαqΓpαρˆqΓp1´ αρˆq, pi´1 “ kpαqΓpαρqΓp1´ αρq,
with k´1pαq “ ΓpαρqΓp1´αρq`ΓpαρˆqΓp1´αρˆq. Thus, from identity (1.3) and straight-
forward computations, we deduce
pF pzq “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚´ Γpα ` zqΓp1´ zqΓpαρˆ` zqΓp1 ´ αρˆ´ zq Γpα ` zqΓp1´ zqΓpαρˆqΓp1´ αρˆq
Γpα ` zqΓp1´ zq
ΓpαρqΓp1´ αρq
´
Γpα ` zqΓp1´ zq
Γpαρ` zqΓp1 ´ αρ´ zq
‹˛‹‹‹‚,
for Repzq P p´α, 1q. Furthermore,
detp pF pzqq “ detpF p´zqq “ Γpα ` zqΓp1 ´ zq
ΓpzqΓp1 ´ α ´ zq
for z P p´α, 1qzZ,
implying that its Crame´r number is θ “ 1 ´ α. Hence, from Theorem 1.2 we observe
that the MAP-dual stable process pX, pPq has a unique recurrent extension that leaves 0
continuously whenever α P p1{2, 1q.
It is important to point out that there is a relationship between the former process
and the stable process conditioned to be continuously absorbed at the origin, for α P
p0, 1q. More precisely, according to Kyprianou et al. [15], the law of the stable process
conditioned to be continuously absorbed at the origin, here denoted by pP0x, x P R
˚q,
can be defined via the following Doob h-transform
dP0x
dPx
ˇˇˇˇ
Ft
:“
sinppiαρˆq1pXtą0q ` sinppiαρq1pXtă0q
sinppiαρˆq1pxą0q ` sinppiαρq1pxă0q
ˇˇˇˇ
Xt
x
ˇˇˇˇα´1
1ptăT0q, t ě 0,
where pFtqtě0, denotes the natural filtration generated by the stable process X satisfying
the usual conditions. The MAP associated to the process pX,P0q, via the Lamperti-Kiu
representation has matrix exponent F 0 which is similar to pF but with the roles of ρ and
ρˆ interchanged (see Theorem 3.1 in [15]). In other words, the MAP associated to stable
process conditioned to be continuously absorbed at the origin is the dual of the MAP
associated to p´X,Pq.
Considering this, it can be verified that detpF 0pzqq “ detp pF pzqq, for z P p´α, 1q, and
therefore the Crame´r number is θ “ 1 ´ α. Thus the stable process conditioned to be
continuously absorbed at the origin pX,P0q has a unique recurrent extension that leaves
0 continuously if and only if α P p1{2, 1q.
2.3 Spectrally negative case
In this example, we suppose that pX,Pq is a rssMp with no positive jumps and we will
refer to this class as spectrally negative rssMp. From the Lamperti-Kiu representation,
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it is clear that its associated MAP ppξ, Jq,Pq also has no positive jumps. Therefore the
rate matrix of the Markov chain J is given by
Q “
ˆ
´q1´1 q1´1
0 0
˙
.
For simplicity, we write q` “ q1´1. Furthermore, since the process X has no positive
jumps, then U´1,1 “ 0. Putting all the pieces together, we obtain that the matrix
exponent of ppξ, Jq,Pq satisfies
F pzq “
ˆ
ψ:pzq q`G1´1pzq
0 ψ´1pzq
˙
, for z ě 0,
where ψ:pzq “ ψ1pzq´q
`, is the Laplace exponent of ξ1 a spectrally negative Le´vy process
killed at exponential time with parameter q` which is associated, via the Lamperti
representation, to the process X killed at the first time it enters p´8, 0q. Since ξ1 and
ξ´1 are spectrally negative, ψi, i “ ´1, 1 are well defined for z ě 0. If G1´1pzq is finite
for 0 ď z ă z0, for some z0 ą 0, then F pzq is well defined for z P r0, z0q. From the
form of the matrix exponent F , it is clear that detpF pzqq “ 0 if and only if ψ:
1
pzq “ 0
or ψ´1pzq “ 0. In other words, ppξ, Jq,Pq satisfies the Crame´r condition if and only if
some of its associated Le´vy processes satisfies the Crame´r condition.
On the other hand, it is well known that ψ:
1
is a convex function with ψ1p0q “ 0. We
denote by Φ:
1
p0q for its largest zero. Similarly Φ´1p0q denotes the largest zero of ψ´1.
Hence, pX,Pq has a recurrent extension that leaves 0 continuously whenever Φ:
1
p0q or
Φ´1p0q P p0, αq. Since ppξ, Jq,Pq drifts to ´8, then ξ´1 drifts to ´8, so Φ´1p0q always
exists. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, Φ´1p0q P p0, αq if and only if pX,Pq has a recurrent
extension that leaves 0 continuously.
To illustrate this, we consider the spectrally negative stable process, with α P p1, 2q.
In this case ρ “ 1{α. Recall that the Le´vy process ξ1 is associated to the stable process
killed at the first time it enters p´8, 0q, via the Lamperti representation. The process
ξ1 is the a Lamperti stable process that appears in [14] (and is denoted as ξ
˚) and its
Laplace exponent satisfies
ψ
:
1
pzq “
1
pi
Γpα ´ zqΓp1 ` zq sinppipz ´ α ` 1qq.
We also observe that the Le´vy process ξ´1 is associated to the negative of a spectrally
positive stable process killed at the first time it hits 0, which is also the Lamperti stable
process that appears in [14] (but with ρ “ 1´ 1{α) and its Laplace exponent satisfies
ψ´1pzq “
1
pi
Γpα ´ zqΓp1` zq sinppipz ´ αqq.
From the latter two expression, we have that θ “ α ´ 1 since ψ:
1
pθq “ ψ´1pθq “ 0.
Moreover since θ P p0, αq we deduce that pX,Pq has a recurrent extension that leaves 0
continuously as expected.
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3 Some properties of excursion measures for rssMp
In this section we derive the existence of a recurrent extension for real-valued Markov
processes and some properties of their excursion measure that are needed for the sequel.
The result established in the first part of this section is an extension to the real-valued
case of a result that appears in Rivero [19]. For simplicity, we use the same notation as
in [19].
In what follows, we set R˚ :“ Rzt0u. Let pYt, t ě 0q and (pYt, t ě 0) be two real valued
Markov processes having 0 as a cemetery point. We denote by Q and EQ (resp. pQ
and pEQ) for the probability and expectation associated to Y (resp. for pY ). Similarly,
we introduce T0 (resp. pT0) for the first hitting time of 0 for Y (resp. pY ). Assume
that QxpT0 ă 8q “ pQxpT0 ă 8q “ 1, for all x P R˚. Let pQt, t ě 0q, Wλ, (resp.
p pQt, t ě 0q xWλ) denote the semigroup and λ-resolvent for Y killed at T0, (resp. for pY ).
For λ ą 0, define the functions ϕλ, pϕλ : R˚ Ñ r0, 1s, by
ϕλpxq :“ EQx
”
e´λT0
ı
and pϕλpxq :“ pEQx”e´λT0ı, x P R˚.
3.1 Existence theorem
We consider the following hypotheses:
H.1. The processes Y and pY satisfy the basic hypotheses in Blumenthal [4].
H.2. The resolvents Wλ and xWλ are in weak duality with respect to a σ-finite measure
ϑ defined on R˚.
H.3. The following integral conditions are satisfied,ż
R˚
ϕλpxqϑpdxq ă 8 and
ż
R˚
pϕλpxqϑpdxq ă 8, for λ ą 0.
The main theorem of this section which is established below corresponds to the real-
valued version of Theorem 3 given in [19].
Theorem 3.1. Under hypotheses H.1-H.3, there exist excursion measures m and pm
compatible with the semigroups pQt, t ě 0q and p pQt, t ě 0q, respectively, such that the
Laplace transforms of the entrance laws pms, s ą 0q and p pms, s ą 0q associated with m
and pm, respectively, are determined byż 8
0
e´λsmsfds “
ż
R˚
pϕλpxqfpxqϑpdxq, ż 8
0
e´λs pmsfds “ ż
R˚
ϕλpxqfpxqϑpdxq,
for any continuous, bounded function f and λ ą 0. Furthermore, associated with these
excursion measures there exist Markov processes Y ˚ and pY ˚ which are extensions of Y
and pY , respectively, and which are still in weak duality with respect to measure ϑ.
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The proof of the previous theorem follows similar arguments as those given in [19],
and in particular, it is based on the following three lemmas. For these reasons we will
just provide the main ideas of their proofs.
Lemma 3.2. The family of measures pMλ, λ ą 0q, defined by
Mλf :“
ż
R˚
fpxqϕˆλpxqϑpdxq,
is such that the following hold:
(i) limλÑ8Mλ1 “ 0;
(ii) for µ, λ ą 0 such that µ ‰ λ and f continuous and bounded, we have
pµ´ λqMλWµf “Mλf ´Mµf.
Proof. We first observe that the hypothesis H.3 implies that Mλ1 is finite for all λ ą 0.
Hence claim (i) follows from the dominated convergence theorem. To prove (ii), we first
observe that for λ ą 0, xWλ1 “ λ´1p1 ´ pϕλq. Hence, using the well-known identity for
resolvents pµ´ λqxWµxWλ “ xWλ ´xWµ, for µ ‰ λ, we deduce
pµ´ λqxWµpϕλ “ pϕλ ´ pϕµ, for µ ‰ λ.
Thus, using the latter identity and the weak duality between the resolvents Wλ and xWλ
we get for µ ‰ λ,
pµ´ λqMλWµf “Mλf ´Mµf,
as expected. This completes the proof.
Next, we observe that Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 6.9 in [11] guarantee that there exists
a unique entrance law pmt, t ą 0q for the semigrup pQt, t ě 0q, such that for λ ą 0 and
f measurable and bounded,ż
1
0
mt1dt ă 8, and Mλf “
ż 8
0
e´λtmtfdt.
According with [4], for an entrance law pms, s ą 0q, there exists a unique excursion
measure m having this entrance law. The same arguments guarantee the existence of
an excursion measure pm and an entrance law p pmt, t ą 0q for the semigroup p pQt, t ě 0q.
Using the results in [4], we obtain that associated with the excursion measure m there
exists a unique Markov process Y ˚ extending Y and the λ-resolvent of Y ˚ is determined
by the following identities
W ˚λ fp0q “
Mλf
λMλ1
, and W ˚λ fpxq “Wλfpxq ` ϕλpxqW
˚
λ fp0q, for x P R
˚, (3.1)
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for f measurable and bounded. Similarly, we obtain the existence of pY ˚, and its associ-
ated λ-resolvent xW ˚λ is defined in a similar way.
Now, since ms1 is decreasing in s and
ş
1
0
ms1ds is finite, we deduce
µMµ1 “ lim
sÑ8
ms1`
ż 8
0
p1´ e´µtqνpdtq,
where νpdtq “ ´dmt1. A similar identity holds for xMµ with pνpdtq “ ´d pmt1. On the
one hand, using Lemma 3.2 part (ii), we get
pλ´ µqMλϕµ “ λMλ1´ µMµ1 and pλ´ µqxMλ pϕµ “ λxMλ1´ µxMµ1.
The latter identities, together with Mλϕµ “ xMµ pϕλ, imply
λMλ1´ µMµ1 “ λxMλ1´ µxMµ1.
Therefore by letting µÑ 0, it is clear
λMλ1´ lim
sÑ8
ms1 “ λxMλ1´ lim
sÑ8
pms1,
implying ż 8
0
p1´ e´λsqνpdsq “
ż 8
0
p1´ e´λsqpνpdsq.
On the other hand, since m is the excursion measure associated to the entrance law
pms, s ą 0q, we have
mp1´ e´λT0q “ λMλ1 “ lim
sÑ8
ms1`
ż 8
0
p1´ e´λtqνpdtq.
Thus if we let λ Ñ 0, the dominated convergence theorem implies limsÑ8ms1 “ 0.
Similarly, one can deduce that limsÑ8 pms1 “ 0. Putting all the pieces together, the
following result can be deduced.
Lemma 3.3. For every λ ą 0, we have λMλ1 “ λxMλ1.
The last lemma in this section establishes weak duality between the resolvents W ˚λ
and xW ˚λ with respect to the σ-finite measure ϑ.
Lemma 3.4. For every λ ą 0 and every measurable functions f, g : RÑ R, we haveż
R˚
gpyqW ˚λ fpyqϑpdyq “
ż
R˚
fpyqxW ˚λ gpyqϑpdyq.
Proof. Using the second identity in (3.1), we obtainż
R˚
gpyqW ˚λ fpyqϑpdyq “
ż
R˚
gpyqWλfpyqϑpdyq `W
˚
λ fp0qxMλg.
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Now, the first identity in (3.1) and Lemma 3.3 imply W ˚λ fp0q
xMλg “ xWλgp0qMλf . Thus,
using the weak duality between Wλ and xWλ, we concludeż
R˚
gpyqW ˚λ fpyqϑpdyq “
ż
R˚
fpyqxWλgpyqϑpdyq `xW ˚λ gp0qMλf
“
ż
R˚
fpyqxW ˚λ gpyqϑpdyq.
This completes the proof.
3.2 Self-similarity property
For the development of this section, we introduce the following transformation: for
c P R, let Hc be such that Hcfpxq “ fpcxq. Our first lemma provides equivalences of the
self-similarity property of the excursion measure associated to the recurrent extension.
Its proof follows the same arguments as those used in Lemma 2 in [19] for positive
self-similar Markov processes. So, we omit its proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let n be an excursion measure and X the associated recurrent extension
of the minimal process. The following are equivalent:
(i) The process X satisfies the scaling property.
(ii) There exists γ P p0, 1q such that, for any c ą 0 and f P CbpR
˚q,
n
ˆż T0
0
e´qsfpXsqds
˙
“ cαp1´γqn
ˆż T0
0
e´qc
αsHcfpXsqds
˙
.
(iii) There exists γ P p0, 1q such that, for any c ą 0 and f P CbpR
˚q,
nsf “ c
´αγns{cαHcf, for all s ą 0.
Lemma 3.6. Let n be a normalized excursion measure and X the associated extension
of the minimal process. Assume that one of the conditions in Lemma 3.5 holds. Then
there exist finite constants C1α,γ, C
´1
α,γ different from zero such that
n
ˆż T0
0
1tXsPdyuds
˙
“ Crysα,γ|y|
α´1´γαdy, y P R˚, (3.2)
with γ determined by (ii) of Lemma 3.5. Furthermore, C1α,γ, C
´1
α,γ satisfy
C1α,γE0,1
”
I´p1´γq
ı
` C´1α,γE0,´1
”
I´p1´γq
ı
“
α
Γp1´ γq
, (3.3)
where
I “
ż 8
0
exptαξptqudt.
As a consequence, E0,1
”
I´p1´γq
ı
,E0,´1
”
I´p1´γq
ı
ă 8.
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Proof. Recall that the sojourn measure
n
ˆż T0
0
1tXsPdyuds
˙
“
ż 8
0
nspdyqds
is a σ-finite measure on R˚ and is the unique excessive measure for the semigroup of the
process X . Now, using part (iii) from Lemma 3.5 and Fubini’s theorem, we obtain for
f ě 0 measurable:ż 8
0
nsfds “
ż 8
0
s´γn1pHs1{αfqds
“
ż
R˚
n1pdzq
ż 8
0
ds s´γfps1{αzq
“ C1α,γ
ż 8
0
fpuquα´1´γαdu` C´1α,γ
ż
0
´8
fpuqp´uqα´1´γαdu,
where in the last identity we have performed the change of variables u “ s1{αz,
C1α,γ :“ α
ż 8
0
z´αp1´γqn1pdzq and C
´1
α,γ :“ α
ż
0
´8
p´zq´αp1´γqn1pdzq.
Thus, it holds the following representation of the sojourn measure,
n
ˆż T0
0
fpXsqds
˙
“
ż 8
0
nsfds “
ż
R˚
fpuqCrusα,γ|u|
α´1´αγdu,
which implies (3.2).
Next, we observe that the function ϕpxq “ Exre
´T0s is integrable with respect to the
sojourn measure since from the Markov property of n, we have
n
ˆż T0
0
ϕpXsqds
˙
“
ż 8
0
npe´pT0´sq, s ă T0qds “ np1´ e
´T0q “ 1.
On the other hand, using the representation of the sojourn measure, Fubini’s theorem
and the fact that T0 under Py has the same law as |y|
αI under P0,rys, we deduce
1 “ n
ˆż T0
0
ϕpXsqds
˙
“
ż
R˚
Eyre
´T0sCrysα,γ|y|
α´1´αγdy
“ C1α,γE0,1
„ż 8
0
e´y
αIyα´1´αγdy

` C´1α,γE0,´1
„ż
0
´8
e´p´yq
αIp´yqα´1´αγdy

“
Γp1´ γq
α
”
C1α,γE0,1rI
´p1´γqs ` C´1α,γE0,´1rI
´p1´γqs
ı
.
Therefore, E0,irI
´p1´γqs ă 8, i “ ´1, 1 and identity (3.3) holds. This ends the proof.
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Voulle-Apiala [22] and Rivero [20] proved that any pssMp for which 0 is a regular
and recurrent state either leaves 0 continuously or by jumps. The same occurs in the
real-valued case. This is stated in the following lemma and its proof is similar to the
one provided in [20]. For the sake of completeness, we provide its proof.
Lemma 3.7. Let n be a self-similar excursion measure compatible with pX,Pq and with
self-similarity index γ P p0, 1q. Then,
either npX0` ‰ 0q “ 0 or npX0` “ 0q “ 0.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that our claim is not true. Let
nc :“ cpcqn|tX0`“0u and n
j :“ cpjqn|tX0`‰0u ,
be the restriction of n to the set of trajectories tX0` “ 0u and tX0` ‰ 0u, respectively,
and cpcq, cpjq be normalizing constants such that
ncp1´ e´T0q “ njp1´ e´T0q “ 1.
The measures nc and nj are self-similar excursion measures compatible with pX,Pq and
with the same self-similarity index γ. According to Lemma 3.6, the potential measure
nc and that of nj are given by the same purely excessive measure. In other words,
nc
ˆż T0
0
1tXsPdyuds
˙
“ Crysα,γ|y|
α´1´γαdy “ nj
ˆż T0
0
1tXsPdyuds
˙
,
where C1α,γ , C
´1
α,γ are constants satisfying 0 ă C
1
α,γ ` C
´1
α,γ ă 8. So, by Theorem 5.25 in
Getoor [10] on the uniqueness of purely excessive measures, the entrance laws associated
with nc and nj are equal. Hence, by Theorem 4.7 of Chapter V in [4], the measures nc
and nj are equal. This leads to a contradiction since the supports of the measures nc
and nj are disjoint.
The last result of this section characterizes the form of the jumping measures associ-
ated to a self-similar excursion measure of recurrent extension of rssMp. Its proof follows
similar arguments as those used by Voulle-Apiala in [22] where this result is established
for pssMp.
Lemma 3.8. The only possible jumping-in measures such that the associated excursion
measure satisfies (ii) in Lemma 3.5 are of the type
ηpdxq “ b1α,βx
´p1`βqdx` b´1α,βp´xq
´pβ`1qdx, for x ‰ 0, 0 ă β ă α.
Proof. According to Blumenthal [4], there exists a σ-finite measure η on R˚, such that,
the entrance law pns, s ą 0q has the following representation
ns “ θs ` ηP
0
s ,
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where θs is the entrance law for pPt, t ě 0q with the additional property
θspU
cq Ñ 0, as sÑ 0,
for every neighbourhood U of 0. Furthermore, η satisfies
lim
sÑ0
nsg “ ηg,
for all function g with compact support on R˚. From Lemma 3.5 (iii) and the previous
identity, we deduce that for any c ą 0:
lim
sÑ0
ż
R˚
gpxqηp´dxq “ lim
sÑ0
ż
R˚
gpxqcαγηp´cdxq.
In particular, this shows that for every c ą 0,
ηp´dxq “ cαγηp´cdxq, x P R˚. (3.4)
Let β “ αγ and define on R` the measure
νpAq :“
ż
A
xβηp´dxq, A P BpR`q.
By (3.4) we have that ν satisfies
νpyAq “
ż
yA
xβηp´dxq “
ż
A
pyxqβηp´ydxq “
ż
A
xβηp´dxq “ νpAq.
That is to say, the measure ν is left invariant on the group of positive real numbers
under multiplication. The uniqueness of left Haar measures implies that there exists a
constant b´1α,β such that
νpdxq “ b´1α,β
1
x
dx, x ą 0.
We refer to chapter 9 in Cohn [7] (see Theorem 9.2.3 and Exercise 3) for these details
on Haar measures. The latter identity implies
ηpdxq “ b´1α,βp´xq
´p1`βqdx, x ă 0.
A similar procedure allow us to obtain that for x ą 0, ηpdxq “ b1α,βx
´p1`βqdx. This
completes the proof.
4 Proofs
4.1 Existence of recurrent extensions
The time reversal property (1.4), implies the following duality result between the re-
solvents of the rssMp X (associated to ξ) and its dual. We refer to Theorem 2 in Alili
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et al. [1] for its proof and whose arguments follows similar ideas to those developed in
Lemma 2 of Bertoin and Yor [3] for the positive case (i.e. pssMp).
Recall that for q ě 0 and a measurable f : R Ñ R, the resolvent operators are given
by
V qfpxq “ Ex
„ż ζ
0
e´qtfpXtqdt

, pV qfpxq “ pEx „ż ζ
0
e´qtfpXtqdt

.
Lemma 4.1. For every q ě 0 and every measurable functions f, g : RÑ R, we haveż 8
´8
fpxqV qgpxqµpdxq “
ż 8
´8
gpxqpV qfpxqµpdxq, (4.1)
where
µpdxq :“ |x|α´1pirxsdx.
In order to establish weak duality for rssMp an invariant function for the semigroup
of the process killed at its first hitting time of zero is needed. The invariant function is
given below and was determined by Kyprianou et al. [15] (see Theorem 2.1). Its proof
relies on the Lamperti-Kiu representation for rssMp and the optional stopping theorem.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that Assumption 1.1 holds and denote by θ and v for the Crame´r
number and its associated vector. Define the function h : R Ñ r0,8q by
hpxq “ |x|θvrxspθq.
Then h is an invariant function for the semigroup of the rssMp killed at its first hitting
time of the point zero, here denoted by pP 0t qtě0.
The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 relies on the following three technical
Lemmas. The first one is a linear algebra result whose proof is included for sake of
completeness, the second provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the finiteness
of E0,irI
ss, while the third establishes the conditions which are required by Theorem 3.1.
Recall that P7 :“ Ppθq, where Ppθq is defined by the exponential change of measure
introduced in (1.6) with θ being the Crame´r number.
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a 2 ˆ 2 matrix with real eigenvalues λ1 ď λ2. If trpAq ď 2 and
detpI ´ Aq ě 0, then λ2 ď 1 and λ2 ă 1 holds whenever detpI ´ Aq ą 0.
Proof. It is easy to see that detpI´Aq ě 0 if and only if |2´trpAq| ě
a
tr2pAq ´ 4 detpAq,
and since 2´ trpAq ě 0 by hyphotesis, the latter inequality implies
λ2 “
trpAq `
a
tr2pAq ´ 4 detpAq
2
ď 1.
The second part follows using the same arguments.
Recall that
I “
ż 8
0
exptαξptqudt.
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Lemma 4.4. Let ppξ, Jq,Pq be a MAP and s P p0, 1q. Then, κpαsq ă 0 if and only if
E0,irI
ss ă 8, for i “ ´1, 1.
Proof. We first consider the MAP ppαξ, Jq,Pq and observe that the same arguments used
in the proof of Proposition 3.6 in [13] provides the direct implication. For the reciprocal,
we suppose that E0,irI
ss ă 8, i “ ´1, 1. Thus, for i “ ´1, 1, we have by the Markov
property,
E0,irI
ss ą E0,i
„ˆż 8
1
exptαξpuqudu
˙s
“ E0,i
„
exptαsξp1qu
ˆż 8
0
exptαpξp1` uq ´ ξp1qqudu
˙s
“ E0,i
”
eαsξp1q; Jp1q “ i
ı
E0,irI
ss ` E0,i
”
eαsξp1q; Jp1q “ j
ı
E0,jrI
ss, j ‰ i.
From the latter, and since all quantities are positive, it follows
E0,1rI
ssp1´ peF pαsqq11q ą pe
F pαsqq1´1E0,´1rI
ss ą 0,
E0,´1rI
ssp1´ peF pαsqq´1´1q ą pe
F pαsqq´11E0,1rI
ss ą 0.
The previous inequalities imply
peF pαsqq11 ă 1, pe
F pαsqq´1´1 ă 1,`
1´ peF pαsqq11
˘ `
1´ peF pαsqq´1´1
˘
ą peF pαsqq1´1pe
F pαsqq´11.
Putting all the pieces together, we deduce
trpeF pαsqq “ peF pαsqq11 ` pe
F pαsqq´1´1 ă 2,
and
det
`
I ´ eF pαsq
˘
“
`
1´ peF pαsqq11
˘ `
1´ peF pαsqq´1´1
˘
´ peF pαsqq1´1pe
F pαsqq´11 ą 0.
Using Lemma 4.3 we get the leading eigenvalue is less than 1. In other words, eκpαsq ă 1
and implicitly κpαsq ă 0, completing the proof.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that Assumption 1.1 holds and denote by θ and v for the Crame´r
number and its associated vector. Suppose that 0 ă θ ă α, then E0,irI
θ{α´1s andpE7
0,irI
θ{α´1s are finite, for i “ ´1, 1.
Proof. Since the MAP ppαξ, Jq,Pq has Crame´r number θ{α, a direct application of Pro-
position 3.6 in [13] provides that E0,irI
θ{α´1s is finite, for i “ ´1, 1.
For the second expectation, we observe that the MAP ppαξ, Jq, pP7q satisfies κ7pθ{αq “
κp0q. If κp0q “ 0, then θ{α is the Crame´r number of ppαξ, Jq, pP7q and by the first part
of the proof we have pE7
0,irI
θ{α´1s is finite, for i “ ´1, 1. Now, if pκ7pθ{αq “ κp0q ă 0,
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Lemma 4.4 guarantees that pE7
0,irI
θ{αs is finite, for i “ ´1, 1, which implies that for any
t ą 0, pE7
0,i
«ˆż t
0
eαξpuqdu
˙θ{αff
ă 8 for i “ ´1, 1. (4.2)
From the proof of Proposition 3.6 in [13], we know that the following identity holds for
all s ą 0 and t ě 0,ˆż 8
0
eαξpuqdu
˙s
´
ˆż 8
t
eαξpuqdu
˙s
“ s
ż t
0
esξpuq
ˆż 8
0
eαξpu`vq´αξpvqdv
˙s´1
du.
Hence taking expectations from both sides of the above identity, with s “ θ{α, and
applying the Markov property, we obtain
pE7
0,i
«ˆż 8
0
eαξpuqdu
˙θ{α
´
ˆż 8
t
eαξpuqdu
˙θ{αff
“
θ
α
ż t
0
ÿ
jPt˘1u
pE7
0,i
“
eθξpuq; Jpuq “ j
‰ pE7
0,j
“
Iθ{α´1
‰
du.
Since ||x|s ´ |y|s| ď |x ´ y|s, for any x, y P R, and 0 ă s ă 1, the left-hand side of
the above equation is bounded by (4.2). Since pE7
0,i
“
eθξpuq; Jpuq “ i
‰
‰ 0, it follows thatpE7
0,irI
θ{α´1s is finite, for i “ ´1, 1, and the proof is now completed.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof relies on Theorem 3.1. Let ppξ, Jq, pP7q the dual process
of ppξ, Jq,P7q. By Proposition 4 in [8], we have that ppξ, Jq,P7q drifts to 8 which imply
that ppξ, Jq, pP7q drifts to ´8, and therefore I ă 8, pP7-a.s.
Let Pˆ7 be the law of the α-rssMp associated with ppξ, Jq, pP7q via the Lamperti-Kiu
transform. The process pX, Pˆ7q hits 0 continuously and in a finite time, Pˆ7-a.s. Now,
by Lemma 4.1, pX,P7q and pX, Pˆ7q are in weak duality with respect to the measure
µpdxq “ |x|α´1pirxsdx, for x ‰ 0. Since the law P
7 is constructed via a Doob h-transform
of the law P, with hpxq “ |x|θvrxs (the invariant function for the semigroup of pX,Pq),
it follows that pX,Pq and pX, Pˆ7q are in weak duality with respect to the measure
νpdxq “ α|x|α´1´θvrxspirxsdx.
From Lemma 4.5, we know that E0,irI
θ{α´1s and pE7
0,irI
θ{α´1s are finite, for i “ ´1, 1.
Thus, for all λ ą 0, we necessarily haveż
R˚
Exre
´λT0sνpdxq ă 8, and
ż
R˚
Eˆ7xre
´λT0sνpdxq ă 8.
Indeed, from the Lamperti-Kiu transform and Fubini’s Theorem, we seeż
R˚
Exre
´λT0sνpdxq “
ż
R˚
α|x|α´1´θvrxspirxsE0,rxsre
´λ|x|αIsdx
“ Γp1´ θ{αqλθ{α´1
´
v1pi1E0,1rI
θ{α´1s ` v´1pi´1E0,´1rI
θ{α´1s
¯
,
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which is finite. In a similar way, we can deduceż
R˚
Eˆ7xre
´λT0sνpdxq ă 8.
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold and we guarantee that there exists a unique
recurrent extension of pX,Pq such that the λ-resolvent of its excursion measure n satisfies
n
ˆż T0
0
e´λtfpXtqdt
˙
“
1
Cˆα,θ
ż 8
´8
fpxqEˆ7xre
´λT0s|x|α´1´θvrxspirxsdx,
where
Cˆα,θ “
Γp1´ θ{αq
α
´
v1pi1pE70,1rIθ{α´1s ` v´1pi´1pE70,´1rIθ{α´1s¯.
Furthermore, np1´e´T0q “ 1. The characterization of the entrance law is obtained from
the following series of identities
n
ˆż T0
0
e´λtfpXtqdt
˙
“
1
Cˆα,θ
ˆż 8
0
fpxqpE7
0,1re
´λxαIsxα´1´θv1pi1dx
`
ż
0
´8
fpxqpE7
0,´1re
´λp´xqαIsp´xqα´1´θv´1pi´1dx
˙
“
1
αCˆα,θ
ż 8
0
e´λtt´θ{α
ˆ
v1pi1pE70,1 „f ˆ t1{αI1{α
˙
Iθ{α´1

` v´1pi´1pE70,´1 „f ˆ´ t1{αI1{α
˙
Iθ{α´1
˙
dt,
where in the first identity we used the Lamperti-Kiu transform and in the second identity,
we used Fubini’s theorem and performed a change of variables.
To prove the converse, first we will verify that there exist a θ in p0, αq such that
κpθq ď 0. By Lemma 3.6, we can deduce that there exist a θ P p0, αq such that potential
of the measure n is given by
νpdyq :“ n
ˆż T0
0
1tXtPdyu
˙
“ C
rys
α,αθ|y|
α´1´θdy, y P R˚,
where C1α,αθ, C
´1
α,αθ are constants such that 0 ă C
1
α,αθ`C
´1
α,αθ ă 8. Furthermore, ν is the
unique invariant measure for X (the uniqueness holds up to a multiplicative constant).
Hence, it follows that ν is an excessive measure for pX,Pq. On the other hand, the
Revuz measure of the additive functional B defined by Bt “
şt
0
|Xs|
´αds, for 0 ď t ă T0,
relative to ν, is given by
νBpdyq “ C
rys
α,αθ|y|
´1´θdy, y P R˚.
Indeed, the Revuz measure of the additive functional B, relative to ν, is such that
νBpfq “ lim
tÑ0
1
t
Eν
„ż t
0
fpXsqdBs, t ă T0

“ lim
tÑ0
ż
R˚
1
t
Ex
„ż t
0
fpXsq|Xs|
´αds, t ă T0

νpdxq
“
ż
R˚
fpxq|x|´ανpdxq “
ż
R˚
fpxqC
rxs
α,αθ|x|
´1´θdx,
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for all positive bounded function f , see e.g. [18].
Since the Revuz measure is excessive for the process pX,Pq, from the Lamperti-Kiu
transform it followsż
R˚
E0,i
“
fpyeξptqJptqq
‰
C
rys
α,αθ|y|
´1´θdy ď
ż
R˚
fpyqC
rys
α,αθ|y|
´1´θdy,
for all positive function f and all i “ ´1, 1. The left hand side of the latter inequality
can be written as followsż
R˚
E0,i
“
eθξptq; Jptq “ 1
‰
C
rxs
α,αθfpxq|x|
´1´θdx
`
ż
R˚
E0,i
“
eθξptq; Jptq “ ´1
‰
C
r´xs
α,αθfpxq|x|
´1´θdx,
for all i “ ´1, 1. Hence,ż
R˚
C
rxs
α,αθfpxq|x|
´1´θdx ě
ż
R˚
”
peF pθqtqi1C
rxs
α,αθ ` pe
F pθqtqi´1C
r´xs
α,αθ
ı
fpxq|x|´1´θdx,
for i “ ´1, 1. Since the latter inequality holds for all positive function f , we deduce`
1´ peF pθqtqi1 ´ pe
F pθqtqi´1
˘
rC1α,αθ ` C
´1
α,αθs ě 0,
for i “ ´1, 1, which implies the series of inequalities
peF pθqtq11 ď 1, pe
F pθqtq1´1 ď 1´ pe
F pθqtq11,
peF pθqtq´1´1 ď 1, pe
F pθqtq´11 ď 1´ pe
F pθqtq´1´1.
Putting all pieces together, we get
trpeF pθqtq “ peF pθqtq11 ` pe
F pθqtq´1´1 ď 2
and
det
`
I ´ eF pθqt
˘
“
`
1´ peF pθqtq11
˘ `
1´ peF pθqtq´1´1
˘
´ peF pθqtq1´1pe
F pθqtq´11 ě 0.
Thus the conditions of Lemma 4.3 hold and therefore eκpθq ď 1, i.e., κpθq ď 0.
Finally, if κpθq ă 0 then Theorem 1.3 (which is proved below) implies that pX,Pq ad-
mits a recurrent extension that leaves 0 by a jump with jumping-in measure proportional
to ηθpdxq “ |x|
´pθ`1qdx, for x ‰ 0. In other words, the measurem “ 2´1n`2´1cα,θPηθ is
a self-similar excursion measure compatible with pX,Pq and with index of self-similarity
θ{α; where cα,θ is a normalizing constant. Therefore, there exists a recurrent extension
of pX,Pq with excursion measure m that may leave 0 by a jump and continuously at
the same time, which leads to a contradiction since any recurrent extension of pX,Pq
either leaves 0 by a jump or continuously (see Lemma 3.7). Therefore, κpθq “ 0, that is
to say θ P p0, αq is a Crame´r number.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. The equivalence of assertions (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 4.4
considering the MAP ppξ, Jq,Pq and s “ β{α.
Now, we prove the equivalence of the assertions (ii) and (iii). Using again that T0
under Px has the same law as |x|
αI under P0,rxs, we obtainż
R˚
Exr1´ e
´T0s|x|´pβ`1qdx “ E0,1
„ż 8
0
p1´ e´yIq
1
α
y´β{α´1dy

` E0,´1
„ż 8
0
p1´ e´yIq
1
α
y´β{α´1dy

“
Γp1´ β{αq
β
´
E0,1rI
β{αs ` E0,´1rI
β{αs
¯
.
Thus, if ηpdxq “ |x|´pβ`1qdx and nj is the pseudo-excursion measure nj “ Pη, then
njp1´ e´T0q “
ż
R˚
Exr1´ e
´T0s|x|´pβ`1qdx
is finite if and only if E0,irI
β{αs ă 8, for i “ ´1, 1. This proves the equivalence between
assertions in (ii) and (iii).
Finally, if (iii) holds, according with [4] and Lemma 3.8, associated with the normalized
excursion nj
1
“ Pη where ηpdxq “ b
rxs
α,β |x|
´pβ`1qdx there exists a unique extension of the
minimal process pX, T0q which is a self-similar Markov process and which leaves 0 by
a jump, according to the jumping-in measure ηpdxq “ b
rxs
α,β |x|
´pβ`1qdx, implying (iv).
Conversely, if (iv) holds the Itoˆ excursion measure of X˜ is nj
1
“ Pη, with ηpdxq “
b
rxs
α,β |x|
´pβ`1qdx and the statement in (iii) follows. This completes the proof.
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